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a b s t r a c t 

Sputtering of the pure materials iron (Fe), chromium (Cr) and tungsten (W) due to energetic deuterium 

(D) ion bombardment was investigated. These materials are important constituents of reduced-activation 

ferritic-martensitic steels. Sputtering yields were measured as a function of the D ion energy from 60 to 

20 0 0 eV/D. The obtained data can be well reproduced by a semi-empirical formula suggested by Bohdan- 

sky, and the corresponding fitting parameters are provided. It is confirmed that analytical formulae sug- 

gested by Eckstein and Yamamura agree satisfactorily with these experimental data. By comparison with 

results from the binary-collision-approximation-based calculation codes SDTrimSP and SRIM it is found 

that SRIM has some limitations in simulating sputter yield close to the threshold whereas SDTrimSP re- 

sults show good agreement with measured data in the investigated energy range. 

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
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. Introduction 

Sputtering of plasma-facing materials due to interaction with

nergetic ions (particularly hydrogen isotopes) is an essential is-

ue in magnetically confined fusion devices because it is directly

elated to impurity generation as well as to the lifetime of plasma-

acing components [1] . Sputtering behavior of candidate materi-

ls, such as beryllium and carbon, due to energetic hydrogen iso-

ope ion bombardment was extensively studied in the last several

ecades [2] . Reduced-activation ferritic-martensitic (RAFM) steels,

uch as EUROFER [3] , RUSFER [4] , the Japanese alternative F82H

5] or the Chinese CLAM [6] which are being developed as struc-

ural materials for fusion applications, are recently also considered

s a possible option for certain areas of plasma-facing surfaces in a

uture power plant because of technological and economic advan-

ages [7] . This has triggered the evaluation of EUROFER steel ero-

ion by energetic deuterium (D) bombardment [8] . Sputtering of

AFM steel is more complex than for pure elements because steel

s a compound material. For example, one can theoretically expect

hat lighter alloyed elements will be preferentially sputtered, lead-

ng to a continuous change of the surface stoichiometry during ion

rradiation until a steady state is reached. For a better understand-
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ng of the sputtering processes on RAFM steels it is in a first step

ecessary to know the sputtering of each alloyed element as a ref-

rence. However, sputtering data for these elements are still quite

imited. A few data for iron and tungsten exist, but for chromium

o experimental data are available. 

In this study we, therefore, measure the sputtering yields of

ome of the key elements for RAFM steels, i.e. iron (Fe: the base

aterial), chromium (Cr: the second major alloyed element ( ∼ 10

t.%)) and tungsten (W: the highest-Z admixed element in RAFM

teels), under well-defined conditions in order to obtain compre-

ensive data sets for these constituents. Particular emphasis was

ut on measuring data close to the threshold for physical sputter-

ng. Thin sputter-deposited films were used in this study because

hey offer the principal advantage to measure sputter yields with

igher sensitivity. For thin films the change in layer thickness after

puttering can be measured with ion beam analysis methods. This

rocedure allows measuring yields with higher sensitivity than,

.g., weight loss measurements. In this work, results from weight

oss measurements are compared with those from ion beam anal-

sis. The obtained data are evaluated with fitting formulae for a

arametrization and analytic description of the measured sputter-

ng yields. Furthermore, the experimental data are compared with

xisting sputtering simulation codes for benchmarking. This step is

ssential because the erosion rate of steel walls in future fusion

evices will be eventually assessed numerically by using such sim-

lation codes. 
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the high-current ion source set-up [9] . 
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2. Experimental procedure 

2.1. Sample preparation 

Thin layers of Fe, Cr and W were prepared by magnetron-

sputter deposition using a UNIVEX 450B device (Leybold Vacuum

GmbH). Single-crystalline silicon (Si) wafers were used as sub-

strates. The sample dimensions were 12 mm ×15 mm. In order to

ensure the layer adhesion the Si substrate surface was cleaned

by argon (Ar) RF plasma etching for 1 min. prior to the layer de-

position. Ar was also used as working gas during deposition at

a pressure of 0.3 Pa. The background pressure inside the deposi-

tion chamber is ∼2–3 ×10 −5 Pa. A high power DC-discharge was

applied for the magnetron-sputtering of the target (600 W for Fe

and Cr, and 300 W for W deposition). The deposition rate was

roughly 20 nm/min and the thickness of the deposited layers was

350–400 nm. No bias voltage was applied to the substrate holder.

Under these deposition conditions the Ar content in the deposited

layers is below the detection limit of the applied ion-beam analysis

(see below). In each deposition run a graphite substrate was coated

together with the Si substrates. This allows the measurement of

low-Z impurities, such as oxygen (O), in the layers by Rutherford

backscattering. The determined O concentrations in the layers were

about 2–3 at.% for Fe and W and about 5–6 at.% for Cr. 

2.2. Deuterium ion irradiation 

Prepared specimens were then irradiated by D ions in the high-

current ion source set-up (HSQ) at IPP Garching [9] . The HSQ set-

up consists of a duo-PIGatron type ion source [10] , two differen-

tial pumping stages, a sector magnet for beam deflection and a

target irradiation chamber connected to a load-lock chamber, as

schematically shown in Fig. 1 . The sector magnet enables to pro-

vide a mass-separated D ion beam at defined ion energy, which is

well suited for well-defined sputtering yield measurements. The D

energy can be controlled by the ion acceleration voltage and the

sample biasing. The dominant ion component generated in the ion

source is D 3 
+ . This ion was chosen as the bombarding species to

achieve higher particle fluxes. These molecular D 3 
+ ions are con-

sidered to be identical to 3 individual D ions impinging with the

same velocity as the molecular ion. Correspondingly, the energy
er deuteron is 1/3 of the experimentally applied ion energy and

he flux is three times the measured ion flux. In this study, the

puttering yield was measured in the D energy range from 60 to

0 0 0 eV/D. The ion beam incident angle was normal to the sample

urface. 

The ion bombardment induces some change of the surface mor-

hology resulting in the appearance of a visible “footprint” of the

 ion beam. The ion beam spot area was determined by measur-

ng the footprint size. It varies from 0.3 to 0.85 cm 

2 depending on

he D energy. The experimental ion fluxes and fluences were calcu-

ated from the measured ion currents and beam spot areas. This in-

ludes the implicit assumption that the beam intensity is relatively

omogeneous across the beam spot. In fact the variation of irradi-

tion beam intensity was checked by measuring the lateral erosion

rofile after the D irradiation by scanning the ion-beam analysis

eam spot over the sample. The ion-beam analysis beam spot size

s about 1 mm 

2 and, therefore, significantly smaller than the D ir-

adiation beam spot. The such-determined variation of the current

ensity over the beam spot is of the order of 10 to 20 %. The deter-

ined area size is expected to include 10 – 20 % of measurement

rror. This uncertainty of the beam flux and profile affects the de-

ermination of the local beam flux and fluences and the evaluation

f the RBS data (see below) but not the evaluation of the weight

oss measurements. The ion beam current at the target is typically

10 −5 A, corresponding to a deuteron flux of ∼ 10 19 Dm 

−2 s −1 . The

rradiation fluences in this work were varied in the range of 1–

 ×10 23 Dm 

−2 corresponding to exposure durations between 3 and

 h. Since the background pressure in the target irradiation cham-

er is sufficiently low ( ∼ 10 −6 Pa), surface oxidation during irradi-

tion is not expected. The sample was not actively cooled during

rradiation, resulting in slight temperature rise to 310 up to 360 K

epending on the ion impinging energy. 

.3. Post-irradiation analyses 

The sputtering yield was evaluated by weight-loss (WL) tech-

ique and Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS). For WL,

he sample weight was measured ex-situ before and after D irradi-

tion by a microbalance system (Sartorius MC21S) having a weight

esolution of 1 μg and the measurement uncertainty of ± 3 μg. The

puttering yield was then calculated from the weight loss and the
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Fig. 2. RBS spectra obtained from Fe layer (on Si substrate) samples before (as deposited) and after D ion irradiation with different irradiation conditions. The primary 

energy of the 4 He beam was 3.0 MeV. The backscattered 4 He was measured by a detector located at the laboratory angle of 165 °. 
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otal number of impinged D atoms. The measurement error for

L was estimated from the above mentioned measurement un-

ertainty and the uncertainty of the beam current measurement.

or D irradiation energies near the threshold energy for sputter

rosion, higher D fluences were accumulated to achieve sufficient

eight changes. Nevertheless, the weight loss was in these cases

elatively small (around 10 μg), resulting in a larger relative error.

n the other hand, the relative error becomes smaller in the higher

nergy range where sufficient weight losses were usually obtained

up to ∼ 50 μg). 

RBS measurements were performed using 3.0 MeV 

4 He ions as

robe beam. The 4 He + beam was provided by a 3 MV Tandem

ccelerator connected to an ion beam analysis chamber. A beam

perture in front of the sample limits the 4 He + irradiation spot

ize to 1 mm ×1 mm at the sample surface, meaning that the 4 He + 

eam size is sufficiently smaller than the D beam footprint. The

BS measurements were performed in the center of the D ion ir-

adiation spot. The backscattered 

4 He + was analyzed by a solid

tate detector located at an angle of 165 °. Fig. 2 shows examples

f RBS spectra obtained from a Fe layer before and after D ion ir-

adiation using various irradiation conditions. Backscattering from

he thin Fe layer gives rise to the rectangular-shaped peak in the

ackscatter-energy range of about 1950 to 2300 keV. The highest

ackscatter energy (about 2300 keV) is from backscattering at the

e surface and the thickness of the Fe layer is characterized by

he width of this peak. Backscattering from the silicon substrate

roduces the step visible at lower energy. Because projectile ions

eaching the interface have to travel through the Fe layer at the

ample surface they experience an energy loss depending on the

hickness of the Fe layer. As a result, the position of the Si step

epends on the thickness of the Fe layer and changes in close

orrespondence to the width of the Fe peak. As can be seen in

ig. 2 the layer thickness of the Fe layer changes by D irradiation

epending on the D ion energy and fluence. Each RBS spectrum

as evaluated with the SIMNRA program [11] to quantitatively de-

ermine the thickness change. The sputtering yield was then deter-

ined from the thickness change and the D ion fluence. The RBS

etup used in this study is well calibrated and the experimental

ncertainty is expected to be ∼ 10 %. In practice it is difficult to de-

ermine thickness changes of less than 10 16 at./cm 

2 . Therefore, this

alue is taken as the minimum absolute uncertainty for RBS. Con-

equently, for cases where the thickness change is small the abso-
ute uncertainty becomes comparable with this detection limit and

he relative uncertainty becomes large. As mentioned above, the D

uence was determined by measuring the total accumulated D ion

harge and the beam footprint area assuming a homogeneous ion

ux across the footprint. The uncertainty of the determination of

he footprint area (see above) was taken into account in the cal-

ulation of sputter yields from the RBS data. The total uncertainty

ssociated with the RBS data evaluation was finally estimated us-

ng common error propagation taking those technical uncertainties

f the RBS and the ion fluence calculation into account. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Experimental results and the yield curve fitting 

Fig. 3 shows sputtering yield data of each element as a function

f the D bombardment energy. Additionally, the data are summa-

ized in Table 1 . By and large, the sputtering yields measured by

eight loss (WL) and by RBS agree within the experimental un-

ertainties. However, at the higher ion energies ( > 5 times the

hreshold energy), where the error bars are smaller, a system-

tic small deviation between both methods becomes apparent. The

BS-measured yields are slightly higher than the WL yields. This

an be explained by the additional uncertainties in the RBS eval-

ation due to the possible peaking of the beam profile and the

etermination of the precise beam area as discussed in Sect. 2.3.

ecause the RBS data are measured in the center of the irradia-

ion beam spot a peaking would lead to a higher local fluence than

he calculated mean fluence. In the evaluation, this would lead to

lightly higher yield. For the evaluation of the WL data this effect

oes not occur. For this reason, we consider the weight-loss data

t the higher energies more reliable. On the other hand, the RBS

easurements are advantageous at low energies where the yields

re low. In this region the evaluation of the WL data suffers from

 much larger uncertainty. 

Available literature data for Fe and W [9] are also shown in the

gure. The present data are comparable with the published data

ithin the experimental uncertainty, but they are systematically

igher (for W up to a factor of 2). The reason for that is not clear.

ne difference is that the previous studies were performed using

olycrystalline bulk samples, whereas sputter-deposited thin lay-

rs were used in this study. Although we do not anticipate that
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Fig. 3. Experimentally determined sputtering yields of Fe, Cr and W. The solid curve is derived from the fitting by Bohdansky formula [12] . For Fe and W, literature data 

[9] are also shown. The dashed yield curves are from the analytical formulae by Eckstein [18] and Yamamura [19] . For the formulas, see also the Appendix. 

Table 1 

Sputtering yield data of Fe, Cr and W experimentally determined in this study. “WL” stands for the data determined by weight-loss measurement whereas “RBS”

is by Rutherford Backscattering spectrometry. The value in round brackets shown next to each yield value is the estimated absolute error. 

D energy [keV] Fe Cr W 

WL (error) RBS (error) WL (error) RBS (error) WL (error) RBS (error) 

0 .06 2 .30E–3 (1 .9E–3) 9 .4E–4 (2 .3E–4) 2 .92E–3 (2 .0E–3) 1 .08E–3 (2 .6E–4) 

0 .1 7 .69E–3 (3 .6E–3) 0 .0101 (2 .3E–3) 6 .46E–3 (3 .9E–3) 9 .56E–3 (2 .2E–3) 

0 .2 0 .0292 (4 .3E–3) 0 .0226 (5 .1E–3) 0 .0435 (4 .8E–3) 0 .0297 (6 .7E–3) 

0 .3 0 .0255 (5 .4E–3) 0 .0336 (7 .5E–3) 0 .0546 (5 .1E–3) 0 .0373 (8 .4E–3) 3 .0E–4 (2 .5E–4) 

0 .4 0 .0394 (6 .4E–3) 0 .0412 (9 .2E–3) 1 .17E–3 (5 .5E–4) 

0 .5 0 .0407 (5 .0E–3) 0 .0563 (1 .3E–2) 0 .0422 (5 .7E–3) 0 .0549 (1 .2E–2) 1 .14E–3 (6 .8E–4) 1 .41E–3 (6 .4E–4) 

0 .7 0 .0463 (4 .7E–3) 0 .0571 (1 .3E–2) 0 .0381 (5 .9E–3) 0 .0626 (1 .4E–2) 1 .62E–3 (6 .2E–4) 3 .11E–3 (1 .1E–3) 

1 .0 0 .0413 (4 .5E–3) 0 .0740 (1 .7E–2) 0 .0466 (5 .9E–3) 0 .0680 (1 .5E–2) 6 .12E–3 (1 .2E–3) 6 .30E–3 (2 .1E–3) 

1 .5 0 .0347 (1 .0E–2) 0 .0542 (1 .2E–2) 0 .0538 (8 .4E–3) 0 .0689 (1 .5E–2) 6 .29E–3 (1 .1E–3) 7 .84E–3 (1 .8E–3) 

2 .0 0 .0312 (1 .0E–2) 0 .0400 (9 .0E–3) 0 .0489 (7 .9E–3) 0 .0584 (1 .3E–2) 5 .36E–3 (1 .0E–3) 9 .58E–3 (2 .2E–3) 
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this influences sputtering, we cannot exclude it. Another possible

explanation is the difference of impurity content (e.g. O) between

the bulk samples and the deposited layers. Our layers have a small

oxygen content of a few at.% (see Section 2.1 ). It remains an inter-

esting, but for the time being open question, whether the observed

differences in the sputtering yield measured for of our sputter-

deposited thin films and published data for bulk materials is a

hint to a systematic deviation or just a consequence of experimen-

tal uncertainties. Another interesting aspect of this is the fact, that

in plasma-surface-interaction processes in fusion devices a signif-

icant fraction of eroded surface material is re-deposited forming

re-deposited layers. The here investigated sputter-deposited layers

can be considered as a model system for such re-deposited layers.

These issues will be addressed in future studies. 

The experimental data (including both, the weight loss and RBS

data) were fitted with the well-known empirical Bohdansky for-

mula [12] , which was developed based on the analytical sputtering

theory by Sigmund [13] . Accordingly, the sputter yield Y is given

as: 

 ( E ) = Q S n ( ε ) 

(
1 −

(
E th 

E 

) 2 
3 

)(
1 − E th 

E 

)2 

where Q is the yield pre-factor, S n ( ε) is the nuclear stopping cross

section, E is the projectile energy and E th is the threshold energy

of the sputtering. For this fitting, S n ( ε) was calculated with using
he Kr-C interaction potential model [14] , i.e., 

 n (ε) = 

0 . 5 ln (1 + 1 . 2288 ε) 

ε + 0 . 1728 

√ 

ε + 0 . 008 ε 0 . 1504 

ith the reduced energy ε of 

 = E 
M 2 

M 1 + M 2 

a L 
Z 1 Z 2 e 2 

s proposed by García-Rosales et al. [15] . M 1 and M 2 are the

asses and Z 1 and Z 2 are the atomic numbers of the projectile

nd the target atoms, respectively. e is the electron charge and αL 

s the Lindhard screening length given as 

 L = 

(
9 π2 

128 

) 1 
3 

a B 
(
Z 2 / 3 

1 
+ Z 2 / 3 

2 

)− 1 
2 

here αB is the Bohr radius ( αB =5.2917 ×10 −11 m). In many cases

 and E th are used as free fitting parameters. However, in this

ork, E th was not taken as a free parameter but determined by 

 th = 

E sb 

γ ( 1 − γ ) 
, 

ith 

= 

4 M 1 M 2 

( M 1 + M 2 ) 
2 
. 

 sb is the surface binding energy of the target material. In gen-

ral, it is taken equal to the heat of sublimation, which is a known
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Table 2 

Summary of surface binding energy E sb and sputtering threshold energy for D ion bombard- 

ment E th used in the fitting procedure as well as the obtained pre-factor Q for each target 

element. 

Surface binding energy: E sb [eV] Threshold energy: E th [eV] Fitting factor: Q 

Cr 4 .12 33 .7 0 .179 

Fe 4 .34 37 .5 0 .154 

W 8 .68 216 0 .034 
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alue, and here, the E sb values are taken from Ref. [9] . In this work,

ccordingly, the pre-factor Q was the only free parameter to fit

he experimental data. It is sometimes argued that the empirical

ohdansky formula is not always perfect to reproduce the exper-

mental result over a large energy range. However, the fitting is

ery reasonable for all three elements investigated here (see Fig.

 ). Values of E sb , and E th used in this study, and Q obtained by this

tting procedure are summarized in Table 2. 

.2. Comparison with other analytical formulae 

Other analytical descriptions of sputtering yields which are

idely accepted in the community today are semi-empirical for-

ulae proposed by Eckstein et al. [16–18] and Yamamura et al.

19] (see Appendix). Eckstein’s formula is based on the Bohdan-

ky formula, but revised to improve the yield description, partic-

larly, near the threshold energy. The Yamamura formula is based

n Sigmund’s sputtering theory as well as on the Bohdansky for-

ula. The first Yamamura formula was better suited to reproduce

puttering for cases of heavy-ion projectiles [20] . It was later modi-

ed to extend it to the cases of light-ion projectiles where the par-

icle reflection plays an important role for the sputtering [19,21] . In

eneral, a drawback in using these formulae for evaluation of ex-

erimental data is that there are multiple free parameters for the

tting. It is not simple to determine the parameter combinations

nambiguously. For this reason the empirical Bohdansky formula is

pplied for fitting the sputtering yield in this study. Nevertheless,

oth Eckstein and Yamamura have provided parameter combina-

ions for a large number of projectile-target cases by fitting their

ormulae to theoretical results determined using their own sim-

lation codes based on the binary collision approximation (BCA),

.e., TRIM.SP [22] and ACAT [23] , respectively. In Fig. 3 , yield curves

rom those analytical formulae with given fitting parameters (see

ppendix) are shown as well. In general, both formulae show sim-

lar sputtering yields and reproduce the experimental data accept-

bly. Particularly, the Eckstein curve fits almost perfectly to this ex-

erimental data near the threshold energy. 

.3. Comparison with BCA-based calculation codes 

As mentioned, benchmarking and validation of BCA-based cal-

ulation codes is one of the major objectives of this study. In this

espect, the present experimental data are additionally compared

ith results from the calculation codes SDTrimSP [24] and SRIM

25] . 

The SDTrimSP code is based on the static Monte-Carlo simula-

ion code TRIM.SP [22] and its dynamic version TRIDYN [26] . The

atter allows dynamic simulations taking stoichiometry changes as

 function of fluence into account. In this study, the sputtering cal-

ulation was performed with SDTrimSP version 5.00 [27] . The pro-

ram provides a number of input parameters and allows selecting

everal options for performing the simulations. For calculation of

he sputtering yield the decisive parameters are the surface bind-

ng energy and the interaction potential. The surface binding en-

rgy for each target material used in this study were the known

eats of sublimation, i.e., the same values as listed in Table 2 , and
he Kr-C potential (default in SDTrimSP) was chosen as interaction

otential. Other important calculation options were also set to de-

ault, e.g., the MAGIC method [28] was used for calculation of the

cattering integral, and the inelastic stopping power was treated by

quipartition of Lindhard-Scharff [29] and Oen-Robinson [30] mod-

ls. 

SRIM [25] is probably the most widely distributed calculation

rogram used for various purposes, such as ion range, damage cas-

ade profile and sputtering simulations. In this study, the sputter-

ng was calculated using the “Calculation of Surface Sputtering”

ption in the SRIM-2013 package. Surface binding energy is also

n input variable in SRIM, but the heat of sublimation is set as

he default value. For the calculation presented here, the surface

inding energies used in SRIM were identical to those used in the

DTrimSP calculations. 

Fig. 4 shows the comparison between code calculation results

nd the present experimental data. The SDTrimSP outputs for Fe

nd Cr show yields close to the experimental results, agreeing

ithin ± 20 % in most of the measured energy range. For W, the

DTrimSP results are somewhat higher than the experimental data.

evertheless, the difference is still within ∼ 50 % in the measured

nergy range. Overall, one can conclude that SDTrimSP results are

n reasonable agreement with the experimental results for all three

nvestigated elements. On the other hand, SRIM simulation results

isagree in some cases substantially from the experimental data.

lthough the results for Fe and Cr agree reasonably with the ex-

erimental results for energies above ∼ 300 eV/D, in both cases the

ields deviate significantly in the lower energy range close to the

hreshold energy. Namely, the drop of the sputtering yield occurs

t much higher energies than in the experimental data and in the

DTrimSP results. The SRIM result for W also shows the similar

eviation around the threshold energy. Furthermore, in the case of

, it shows a relatively large difference also in the energy range

bove 500 eV/D, i.e., the W sputtering yield calculated by SRIM is

lways higher than the experimental results by more than a factor

f 2. 

The strong deviation of the SRIM results found near the thresh-

ld energy can lead to a severe underestimation of the real sput-

ering yield in that energy range. As mentioned above, one could

ary the surface binding energy for the SRIM sputtering calcula-

ion trying to improve the agreement, but the simulations with re-

uced surface binding energies did not lead to a notable improve-

ent for all three investigated elements. Another possible explana-

ion for the differences between SRIM and SDTrimSP could be the

hosen interaction potential in the simulations. In SRIM, the inter-

tomic interaction and inelastic stopping power are approximated

sing the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark (ZBL) universal potential model

25] . Hofsäss et al. recently pointed out that it seems that the ZBL

otential has some limitations to describe low energy binary col-

isions [31] . Since SDTrimSP allows choosing different interaction

otentials, we tested the influence of the used potential model

ithin SDTrimSP by comparing results for the ZBL potential with

hose for the Kr-C potential. Compared to the Kr-C potential, the

imulation with the ZBL potential provides worse agreement with

he experimental results. Sputtering yields calculated for Fe and W

Cr was not checked) using the ZBL potential were systematically
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Fig. 4. Comparison between experimental data obtained in this study and literature data [9] , and data calculated by BCA-based simulation codes: SDTrimSP and SRIM. 
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higher by about 40 % compared with the yields calculated with the

Kr-C potential which are for W already up to 50 % higher than the

current experimental data. Nevertheless, in SDTrimSP, the ZBL po-

tential gives still finite yield values in the energy range around the

threshold in contrast to SRIM which showed 0 yield in that energy

range. This means that the used potential model can somewhat in-

fluence the sputtering simulation; however, it is not the reason ex-

plaining the observed difference between SRIM and SDTrimSP in

the energy range at and slightly above the threshold. This compar-

ison indicates that SRIM has some other intrinsic deficiencies for

calculating sputtering yields near the threshold energy. 

4. Summary 

Sputtering yields of RAFM-related materials: Fe, Cr and W by

energetic D ion bombardment were measured by means of the thin

film technique under well-defined laboratory conditions. The bom-

bardment energy range was from 60 to 20 0 0 eV/D, which is rele-

vant for the ion-material interaction in fusion devices. Comparison

with published data for Fe and W shows that the here presented

data agree with the published data within the experimental un-

certainties; however, the yields for sputter-deposited films seem to

be systematically higher than the published data which were mea-

sured for bulk materials. It remains to be investigated whether this

is a real effect or an expression of the general experimental uncer-

tainty. 

The measured data were evaluated with a conventional semi-

empirical fit formula suggested by Bohdansky et al. [12] . Experi-

mental results are well fitted by the Bohdansky formula. Further-

more, it was confirmed that analytical formulae suggested by Eck-

stein et al. and Yamamura et al. with given fitting parameters (see

Appendix) also agree acceptably with the experimental data. 

Comparison with BCA-based calculation codes shows that

SDTrimSP provides a reasonable description of the sputter yields

as a function of ion energy whereas SRIM calculation results shows

a significant underestimation near the threshold energy. This indi-

cates that SRIM has some limitations to describe the low energy

binary collision, and accordingly, SDTrimSP is better suited to sim-

ulate sputtering yields in the fusion-relevant energy range. 
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ppendix 

In Eckstein’s formula [16–18] , the sputtering yield Y(E) is given

s 

 ( E ) = Q S n ( ε ) 

(
E 

E th 
− 1 

)μ

λ
ω ( ε ) 

+ 

(
E 

E th 
− 1 

)μ . 

The pre-factor Q and the nuclear stopping cross-section S n ( ε)

re the same as in the Bohdansky formula, while the term dealing

ith the threshold is modified and two additional fitting parame-

ers: λ and μ are introduced. ω( ε) is given as 

 ( ε ) = ε + 0 . 1728 

√ 

ε + 0 . 008 ε 0 . 1504 

ith the reduced energy ε as defined in the body of the text. 

The Yamamura [19] formula is given as 

 ( E ) = 0 . 042 Q 

α( M 2 / M 1 ) 

E sb 

S n ( ε ) 

1 + �S e ε 0 . 3 

( 

1 −
√ 

E th 

E 

) s 

here (
M 2 

M 1 

)
= 0 . 249 

(
M 2 

M 1 

)0 . 56 

+ 0 . 0035 

(
M 2 

M 1 

)1 . 5 

nd the term � is 

= 

W 

1 + 

(
M 1 

7 

)3 
. 

The nuclear stopping cross section S n ( ε) used in Yamamura for-

ula is a modified Thomas-Fermi approximation given as 

 n ( ε ) = 8 . 478 

Z 1 Z 2 √ 

Z 
2 
3 

1 
+ Z 

2 
3 

2 

M 1 

M 1 + M 2 

× 3 . 441 

√ 

ε ln ( ε + 2 . 718 ) 

1 + 6 . 355 

√ 

ε + ε 
(
6 . 882 

√ 

ε − 1 . 708 

) , 
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Table 3 

Fitting parameters for Eckstein [18] and Yamamura [19] formulae. Parameters are 

all given by the respective author. 

Eckstein formula [18] Yamamura formula [19] 

Q E th [eV] λ μ Q E th [eV] W s 

Cr 0 .1084 35 .0 0 .2899 1 .7152 0 .93 35 .0 1 .44 2 .5 

Fe 0 .0919 40 .9 0 .2743 1 .3489 0 .75 38 .6 1 .2 2 .5 

W 0 .0183 228 .8 0 .3583 1 .441 0 .72 222 .0 2 .14 2 .8 

w

i

S

 

t  

R

R

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[

[

[
[  

 

 

[  

[
 

 

[
[

[

ith the reduced energy ε, as defined in the body of the text. S e 
s the Lindhard inelastic stopping coefficient given as 

 e = 

(
9 π2 

128 

) 1 
3 
( M 1 + M 2 ) 

3 
2 

M 1 

3 
2 M 2 

1 
2 

Z 1 
3 
2 Z 2 

1 
2 (

Z 1 
1 
3 + Z 2 

2 
3 

) 3 
4 

. 

Accordingly, Q, W and s are parameters for fitting. 

As mentioned in the body of the text, both authors have given

he fitting parameters for each projectile-target combination in

efs. [18,19] , as listed in Table 3. 
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